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Abstract—Now a days Malware detection is one of the challenging task. Modern malwares are often changes their runtime behaviors in each execution to tolerate against malware analyses and detections. Malware is software designed to damage a computer system, gather sensitive information or gain access to the private computer systems without the owner’s informed consent (e.g., viruses, backdoors, spyware, Trojans , and worms). Now a day’s malware writers try to avoid detection by using several techniques such as polymorphic, hiding and also zero day of attack. In order to overcome this issue, we propose a new algorithm for malware detection that combines signature technique and Ensemble clustering. Result from this is the new framework that design to solve new launce malware. IndexTerms— Signature-basedtechnique, Ensemble clustering, malware categorization.



I. INTRODUCTION Now a days the malware has presented a serious threat to the security of computer systems. Malware is unwanted software designed to gain unauthorized access, steal information, and disrupt normal operation without owner’s informed consent. Currently, the most important line of defense against malware is antivirus programs, such as Norton, MacAfee, and King soft’s antivirus. They are using signature-based method to recognize malware samples or threats in the products. Signature is a short string of bytes of information, which is unique for each known malware. Given a collection of malware samples, these venders first categorize the samples into families so that samples in the same family share some common traits, and generate the common string(s) to detect variants of a family of malware samples. Malware authors have been making malware which has resistance to analyses and detections. Due to this some of malware samples are not detected by detecting algorithms. The classic signature-based method always fails to detect variants of known malwares or previously unknown malwares, because the malware writers always adopt new techniques like obfuscation to bypass these signatures. Obfuscation is hiding the original meaning in the communication. In order to remain effective, it is of paramount importance for the antivirus companies to be able to quickly analyze variants of known malware and previously unknown malware samples. Signature-based and behavior-based approaches are Common approaches in malware detection and antivirus software, is the most widely used tool with which to detect malware. This paper, we propose a new algorithm which is combination of signature-based method and ensemble clustering that work to gather to detect malware samples and categorize those malware samples. The proposed frame work has three four modules such as signature-based detection , ensemble clustering , signature generator and malware categorization.The rest of the paper is organized is as follows. Section II is related work, Section III is presented by proposed frame work and finally, this paper concludes with an outlook to our future work.
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II.



RELATED WORK



Malware is defined as a software that performing actions that can be done by attacker without consent of the owner when executed. Each malware have specific characteristic, attack goal and propagation method. Five main categories of malware types are virus, trojan horse, worm, backdoors and spyware. A virus is a type of malware that, when executed, duplicates the content of codeby itself into other computer programs. when this replication succeeds, the affected areas are then said to be "infected". A computer worm is a standalone malware computer program that replicates itself in order to spread to other computers. Then it uses a computer network to spread itself and uses the security failures on the target computer to access it. A Trojan horse, is a hacking program that is a non-self-replicating type of malware which gains privileged access to the operating system. Back door is program that used by attackers to allow remote access and control which bypasses a normal security policies and procedures. The advertisements may be in the user interface of the software or on a screen presented to the user during the installation process. Spyware is a software that aids in gathering information about a person or organization without their knowledge and that may send such information to another entity.



Signature-based matching technique is one of the most popular approaches to malware detection . This technique was commercially applied by anti-virus or anti-spyware product in the market. Signature-based detection works by scanning the contents of computer files and cross-referencing their contents with the “code signatures” belonging to known viruses. A package of known code signatures is updated and refreshed constantly by the anti-virus software vendor. Although this technique is very popular and reliable for host-based security tool, there are some limitations on this technique need to be solved. The main problem with this technique is fails to detect new launch malware that known as zeroday malware attack . Certain number of computers must be infected before a new virus pattern can be captured and stored for future use . New variants of computer virus are of course developed every day and security companies now work to also protect users from malware that attempts to disguise itself from traditional signature-based detection. Virus creaters have tried to avoid their malicious code being detected by writing “oligomorphic“, “polymorphic” and more recently “metamorphic” viruses with signatures that are either disguised or changed from those that might be held in a signature directory. Jason was developed an Run-Time Malware Analysis System (RMAS). The framework consists of 3 modules: 1.Static Analysis module, that provides static information, such as files, antivirus reports, PE structure, file entropy, Packer Signature, and strings. 2. Dynamic Analysis module, which extracts the program behavior, by using a DLL, that will be added in every new thread created by the malware, and a kernel driver that intercepts system calls made by the malware. 3. Detection Engine, through a Database of dynamic signature can analyze the malware behavior, and after matching the behavior with the signatures in the database, it can produce an HTML report of the analyzed program. RMAS was developed to be a modular system, and when a new tool or module will be developed it could be plugged into the framework easily. it is also possible to detect unknown malwares on the basis at the low average similarity compared with the existing and already known ones. This possibility is due to the fully extensible detection engine that has been developed and to the new dynamic signature that could be added by the analyst, every time he detects a possible malware. Several analysis techniques for detecting malware have been proposed. Basically the difference between static and dynamic analysis is shown. In Dynamic Analysis (also known as behavioral-based analysis) the detection consists of information that is collected from the operating system at runtime (i.e., during the execution of the program) such as network access, system calls and files and memory modifications. In Static Analysis, information about the program or its expected behavior consists of explicit and implicit observations in its binary/source code. While being fast and best, static analysis techniques are less, mainly due to the fact that various obfuscation techniques can be used to evade static analysis and thus render their ability to cope with polymorphic malware limited. In the dynamic analysis approach the problems resulting from the various obfuscation methods do not exist, since the actual behavior of the file or code is monitored. However, this method is suffers from other disadvantages. First, it is hard to simulate the appropriate situation, in which the malware functions of the program will be activated. Second, it is not clear what is the required period of time needed to observe the appearance of the activity for each malware.
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Qingshan Jiang was developed malware detection based on CDCBF (Class Driven Correlation based Feature Selection) which can be applied for unbalanced data. This method combines the advantages from DSFS and FCBF algorithm, and concentrates on the specific requirements of malware detection for the corresponding improvement. Aimed at the unbalanced data feature selection problem, the DSFS algorithm thoughts is imported, that is, the corresponding important features are selected separately from malicious software and normal file, in addition, a method to automatically determine the proportion of positive and negative correlation is presented. After selecting positive correlation and negative correlation features, association metric is carried out to corresponding features in these two subsets, where the redundant features is filtered out. Through the set division, efficiency of the algorithm is improved, which also ensures features of different classification will not be filtered out because of their strong relevance.



This algorithm mainly aims at the binary classification problem, and it is positive classification related when the calculation result is positive (in this application malicious software is positive related) while negative for the negative classification. Again according to the various types of samples distribution in training set, the features with strong relevance to other features are selected respectively to compose several new feature subsets; In order to reduce redundant ones in the feature set, each feature subset employs association analysis based selection method, which extracts several most representative features from each subset to compose new feature set. Takahiro Kasama was developed malware detection Method by Catching Their Random Behavior in Multiple Executions. This detection method is slow as it requires multiple executions of an executable file and thus is not suitable for real-time detection, such as antivirus software. However there are several cases where our method can be useful. First, we input a sample (i.e. executable file) and the number of executions. There are trade-offs between accuracy and efficiency. Although accuracy will improve by increasing the number of executions, efficiency will also degrade because of increasing the inspection time.Second, we conduct dynamic analysis on the sample multiple times in the same sandbox environment so as to obtain the lists of API call sequence. Third, we generate a list of parameters used for predefined set of API calls. We regarded file-related behaviors (e.g. copy oneself, creation of file), registry-related behaviors (e.g.registration of Run key), and network-related behaviors (e.g.access to remote hosts) as possibly randomized behaviors,and selected the APIs and their parameters related to the behaviors. Here, the order of the API calls and their duplication are ignored.



III.



PROPOSE FRAMEWORK



Our propose framework is combination of two malware detection techniques which is signature-based technique and ensemble clustering technique. It was design to solve two malware detection challenges. First, how to detect new launched malware? Second, how to generate signature from malware infected file? Fig. 1 shows the three main components of our framework such as s-based detection, ensemble clustering and sbased generator.Here S-based detection will become the first defense from malware attack. Ensemble clustering will work as a second layer defense especially to detect new launched malware. After the new signature from the new launch malware was created, that signature will be use by signature-based detection technique. These three main components will work together as interrelated process in our propose framework.



S-BASED DETECTION



SIGNATURE GENERATOR



ENSEMBLE CLUSTERING



Figure 1.
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A.



S-based detection



Signature-based detection is one of the static analysis methods that commonly used on commercial antimalware software. This method checks the content of a file against a dictionary of virus signatures. A virus signature is the infection code. Finding a virus in a file is the same as saying you found the virus signature . This technique uses it characterization of the malicious code to decide that is malware of not through program inspection. Normally, each malware represented by one or more signature patterns which is unique to differntiate it. When a program is executed, anti-malware software will search through bytes of data stream. Thousands of signatures will be place on database and scanning process will look for each signature to compare with the program code that execute. Searching algorithm will be used for the purpose of comparing content of program code with the signature on database. Signature-based virus scanners identify known malware saved on the database. When a spyware or trojan horse is identified, it has some kind of a signature that gets saved on that database. If the malware then reappears, it can be identified as such using the string or signature and assigned to a specific virus. In this framework, signature-



based technique will be implementing as the first defense from malware attack that will infect computer operation. This technique was chosen because this type of technique was best in detecting well known malwares. Static analysis method has less run-time overhead compare with the dynamic analysis method. In order to improve the efficiency of computer operation, this technique was proposed in this framework. B.



Ensemble Clustering



Algorithm name: Ensemble Clustering Input : DataSets Output: Distance Matrix For i=0 to Max(V[n]) do For j=0 to Max(V[n]) do For k=0 to n do If V[k].elementAt(i)=V[k].elementAt(j) then C[i][j]+=1/n; End If D[i][j]=1-C[i][j]; End For End For End For 1. 2. 3. 4.



5.



n is the number of files(dataset), V[n] are the vectors holding the content of each file. max(V[n]) is the length of the longest vector, C[i][j] is the co-association matrix D[i][j] is the distance matrix.



C. S-based generator Signature is the string patterns which is unique to identify and characterize the malware. Currently, signature is creating by forensic experts after a new malware sample was founded. Signature will be creating based on the behavior of the malware. Each antimalware product must create their own signature and must be encrypted in order to avoid accessing error if more than one anti-malware products are install in one computer. Once a signature(combination of string bytes) has been developed, it is combined to the old signature database. Computer user will require an updated copy of signature into their antivirus database in order to be properly protected against the new malware threats. Basically signature pattern is 16 bytes and usually a long enough string to detect 16-bit malware code.



0410 B801 02CE 07BB 0002 33C9 8BD1 419C
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Signature generator captures the malware behavior that identifies and analyze by the GA detection module. The signature pattern will be generate and update it into malware database as signature for signature-based detection. This module was proposed in this framework in order to replace forensic expert’s tasks. IV. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, we have proposed a new framework for malware detection using combination signature-based technique and ensemble clustering. The framework will preserve computer system both well known or new malware attack. This is an important contribution because zero day malware attack can be identify using GA technique and signature will be create automatically by generator that can be used by signature detection for future reference. In order to improve efficiency and batter performance of computer operation, this research will be continue by implementing integrated tool that can integrate all three main component of this framework.
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